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Slavehood 2017: Social Chaos and Global Warfare.
“Puppet Leaders’ Greed for Power and Money”
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When in the 18th and 19th Century African slaves did not ‘behave’, they were cruelly beaten
sometimes to death as a deterrent for others. They were deprived of food for their families.
Their women were raped. They were traded to even harsher white masters. Their lives were
worth only what their labor could produce. They were treated as subjects, devoid of human
warmth.

Today we have become all slaves; slaves to the powers of mafia bankster of finance; slaves
to the western lie-propaganda; to the lobbies and their giant all dominating corporations – to
the  war-industry,  because  we  happily  believe  what  we  are  told  about  ever-increasing
terrorism that needs to be fought with eternal wars; slaves to the environment-destructive
hydrocarbon  industry;  to  the  pharma-industry;  to  the  Monsanto-ized  agroindustry;  to
senseless consumerism – and foremost – and summing it all up: to greed, endless greed that
drives  endless  growth,  nurturing  endless  competition  fomenting  adversity,  destroying
solidarity, instead of amical cooperation for a harmonious human cohabitation.

As people of western nations, we are enslaved to an all-engulfing neoliberal fascism – to a
predatory economy. Corporate lie propaganda drip-feds our brains. We haven’t even noticed
it. We are enslaved to so-called ‘leaders’, put in office by obscure foreign masters of deceit –
the ever-stronger corporate controlled propaganda machine – the six all controlling Zion-
Anglo media, whom we believe whatever lie they vomit – because it is more comfortable to
believe a lie than to confront the truth – that’s self-imposed slavehood.

That’s how far we have gone. Because we are clearly on an almost irreversible downward
track – sliding and running towards our own demise – into darkness – the darkness of chaos
and bloody wars, endless wars against self-invented terrorism; wars that keeps our western
economy running – and our armchair politics alive. Wars that kill and slaughter millions and
millions – but all in ‘far-away’ lands. We are told we are protected. Our police and military
watch over us. The new gods – money and military.

To prevent this endless terror chaos happening in our western spheres, once ‘proudly’ called
Europe or United States of America, Canada, Australia, Japan – and whatever other country
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has surmised to the western slaughter machine – we call for police and military protection in
our own lands, we give them power to enslave us further to the Dark State – those  forces
that slyly command a worldwide slave trade, called The Market – the all commandeering
Market. We adore The Market. We want to be integrated into it. The Market lets us live and
strive and eat and dream of more. It feeds our greed as if there was no end. Slavehood to
Nirvana or Neverland.

Although ‘pride’ was never an appropriate term to integrate our soul and minds, as we the
western  powers  –  have  for  centuries  enslaved,  raped,  exploited  and  slaughtered  the
indigenous people, those who have for millennia, for history of mankind survived and passed
on our human genes from one murderous civilization to another, always in the hope that the
new one would see the light.

We can only hope that the patience of these native people, the survivors, our saviors – will
prevail, that before we disappear in darkness, in the void of a manmade blackhole, we will
awake,  open  our  eyes  and  seek  the  light  –  become  finally  human,  the  term  we  have
fraudulently  applied  to  ourselves  –  the  western  civilization.

Beware – anybody who contradicts this truth and course of events, is labeled a conspiracy
theorist,  defamed and out-laughed, stigmatized. We have to de-metricize. Abandon our
western established parameters, they are made to enslave us -so that an ever-smaller elite
satanic class that produces and manages the Clintons, Trumps, Obamas, Bushes, Blairs,
Merkels, Abes, Hollandes – and soon probably Macrons – and many more of the same kind –
may continue their feast.

We are called to vote for these abject people, called politicians, most of them brain-and
mindless, who have been preselected by the Masters who control the globe, in the believe
we are actually choosing people who represent our society, defend our needs, freedom,
justice and equality. Every four or five years we fall for the same rituals and believe things
will change. We never dig deep down to find the reasons why all stays the same -and gets
worse, despite our unhappiness and despite our ‘democratic’ votes. We are blind. Slavehood
makes blind. We are more comfortable as blind slaves than as seeing humans. So, we keep
falling for illusions.

Our lives are grey-white like a foggy sky, no sun. The sun and its enchanting wonderful
brightness has been eviscerated from our enslaved minds. We are living in an oppressive
depressive  western  civilization  which  we  still  call  ‘democracy’  –  because  our  twisted,
manipulated comfort-loving minds do not  want to admit  –  that  we are enslaved.  That
democracy has been a pipedream of some Greek Philosophers 2500 years ago. Nothing
more. We stole the term from history as a pretext to wage wars, rape, exploit and – to
enslave.

Slavehood of 2017 – and maybe many more years to come – if we do not wake up soon –
has gone global, very global. It’s the epitome of globalization. We are being uniformed into
colorless cubicles.
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Culture  is  massacred,  language  is  synthesized  into  Anglo-Saxon  slogans  –  we  are  all
supposed to  think  in  globally  recognized clichés;  clichés  repeated and perpetuated at
nauseatum by Hollywood, the notorious mass-media; by the western education system,
schools from primary to universities – private or state-run, are indoctrinating our kids with
neoliberal dogmas that keep enslaving them.

Independent thinking has become a crime, as it impedes the advancement of slavehood.
Education is  designed to kill  individual  thinking and the wide range of inventiveness –
because it’s dangerous – for those who enslave and control us. ‘New-speak’ education has
to make us thinking what the system wants us to think. That’s what western education has
become in the last 50 years – a farce to keep us as non-thinking idiots.

Idiots are easily enslaved and exploited and sent to wars – to steal foreign resources to
satisfy the greed of a few. We love to be cannon fodder, as we were told – enslaved – to
believe that good patriots love to die for their country. We are blinded and avoid seeing that
we are dying fighting to satisfy puppet leaders’ greed for power and money – whose power
is nothing more than that allowed them by the Masters who control the world and who pull
the strings on their marionettes.

Wakeup from slavehood 2017! – Make 2017 the last slave year!
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